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A nodal surface semimetal (NSSM) features symmetry enforced band crossings along a surface
within the three-dimensional (3D) Brillouin zone. The topological robustness of the same does not
always come with nonzero Berry fluxes around nodal surfaces. Irrespective of that, however, light
irradiation on such system can result in interesting dynamic behavior. We find that depending
on the state of polarization, one can obtain additional Weyl points/ nodal surfaces in the Floquet
Hamiltonian that the time periodic system gives rise to. For simplicity we only consider two band
spinless models without any spin orbit coupling, the main emphasis being to understand the low
energy behavior close to the band crossings and its evolution in a Floquet system in the high
frequency limit. There we find the nodal surfaces to perish or get duplicated or triplicated for
different polarization scenario or different NSSM Hamiltonians. One findings open up important
directions on what out of equilibrium NSSM systems has to offer in many active fields including
quantum computations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Band crossing along a two dimensional (2D) surface
with linear dispersion away from it is what it takes to
form a nodal surface[1] or Weyl surface[2] or Weyl nodal
surface[3] which generally indicates topological stability
in presence of small symmetry preserving perturbations
of the non-interacting Bloch Hamiltonians[3, 4]. A 2D
nodal surface can be a closed surface forming a Dirac
nodal sphere or pseudo Dirac nodal sphere[5]. But it can
also be distinct from conventional Fermi surfaces of or-
dinary metals as a nodal surface often represents a torus
(and hence non-deformable continually to a sphere)[1]
with opposite edges connected via periodic boundaries of
the Brillouin zone (BZ).
A nodal surface semimetal (NSSM) can be obtained

as compulsion from the global internal symmetry pro-
viding topological protection because the crossed bands
with different eigenvalues for symmetry operator do not
hybridize to open a gap[3]. One can also consider a com-
bination of unitary and antiunitary symmetries, namely
a space-time inversion symmetry PT . This in addition
to a sublattice symmetry S can carry a Z2 topological
index[1] (identifying whether the band gap is inverted
or not[2]). For independent PT and S operators with
[PT ,S] = 0, if one takes PT = K, the complex conju-
gation, H(k) is bound to be real whereas due to sublat-
tice symmetry, the Hamiltonian can be transformed to
a block anti-diagonal form, which can be unitary trans-
formed to a real matrix[1]. Generically, band-crossing
points can spread out a compact surface protected by
the symmetries and one can find gapped points k1,2 above
and below that surface where opposite signs of the Pfaf-
fian of the anti-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix, indicat-
ing topological charges, are realized[1, 3]. But the re-
quirement of this kind is quite stringent for it also re-
quires regions within BZ having inverted band ordering
with different Z2 class[1]. Easier is to find the essen-
tial nodal surfaces in a system obeying a nonsymmorphic
symmetry where linear band crossings occur at sub-BZ

boundaries[1].

A non-symmorphic symmetry[6] is a combination of a
point group symmetry and half-lattice translation (but
not as a product of a lattice translation and a point
group operation[7]) that restrict the form of the band
structure both locally and globally leading to unavoid-
able band crossings in the bulk[9]. A material with
such symmetry generally possess a two fold screw rota-
tion and glide reflection symmetry given symbolically as
Sz = {C2z |Tz = c/2}. A combination of C = PT and
D = PSz symmetry can give rise to nodal surfaces. The
compound symmetry D turns kz → −kz and is respected
only where kz = −kz, i.e., at kz = 0 and kz = π where
D anticommutes with PT [7]. This protects the twofold
degeneracy there. If we instead consider the compound
symmetry D′ = T Sz then also, for a spinless case, one
gets Kramer’s two-fold degeneracy at each point of the
kz = π plane and thus the energy bands stick together at
the boundary of the BZ[1, 7]. These band crossings are
topologically robust both locally and globally[9]. This
combination of two-fold screw rotation symmetry and
time reversal symmetry features essential band crossings
solely determined by symmetry. The system can be con-
sidered as a collection of 1D chains parameterized by
transverse quantum numbers (kx, ky)[1]. Each 1D sub-
systems has a twisted band structure (like in a Mobius
strip) with single band crossing at the boundaries. Here
nodal surfaces can be protected even in presence of SOC
provided space-time inversion symmetry is violated[1].

A Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem[8] predicts overall
zero topological charge within a BZ. But a nodal surface
(NS) at the BZ sub-boundaries does not get any sym-
metrically positioned partner with opposite topological
charge to make the overall charge zero and so even be-
ing topologically protected (due to having twisted band
crossings like in a Mobius strip) by a twofold screw axis
and time-reversal symmetry[1, 9], these NSs possess zero
Z charge of Berry fluxes[10]. A non-symmorphic sym-
metry features a global topology with Z2 classification
where the band crossing can be avoided only using dou-
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bled Hamiltonians in four-band theories[1, 9]. But in a
two-band theory, one can also have NS not at such high
symmetry points and get characterized by a Z2 topo-
logical index in presence of PT and S symmetry[1]. Be-
sides, it is possible to attach 1D or 2D topological charges
leading to nontrivial surface states in these systems. M.
Xiao et al.[10] showed that even in presence of additional
Weyl points within the 3D BZ, one can have topologically
charged nodal surfaces at BZ boundaries (i.e., at kz = π)
yet obeying the no-go theorem.
In this report we study both examples of neutral

and topologically charged NSSM under light irradiation
and investigate their dynamic behavior using a Floquet-
Magnus analysis[14].

II. FORMULATION

Let us first consider an one dimensional chain. A two-
fold unitary nonsymmorphic symmetry operator[9] for a
2 band model there can be given as

G(kz) =

(

0 e−ikz

1 0

)

with G2(kz) = e−ikzσ0 and thereby having G(kz) eigen-
values of ±e−ikz/2. The relation GHG−1 = H requires
the Hamiltonian to be of form

H(kz) =

(

0 Q(kz)
Q⋆(kz) 0

)

with constraint Q(kz)e
ikz = Q⋆(kz). But that again re-

quires Q(kz) and hence energy mode to become zero for
some momentum or kz . Additionally if we also consider
an inversion symmetry via operator P̂ = σ2 î (P̂ = σ1î),

where î inverses the momentum, we find the symmetry
enforced band crossings to occur at kz = 0 (at BZ bound-
aries i.e., kz = ±π)[9], where the protected crossed en-

ergy bands have different P̂ eigenvalues. In cases with
band crossings at kz = ±π, one gets a twisted band
structure of Mobius strip featuring crossed bands at the
BZ sub-boundaries in this nonsymmorphic set-up. And
hence this is an essential band crossing[1].
Next for a magnetic nonsymmorphic symmetry

(MNS), which is a combination ofG(kz) and time reversal

symmetry T , we find that for T = Kî, two-fold band de-
generacy among the Kramer’s pairs occurs at every point
with kz = π. One can see this from the commutation re-
lation [GT,H ] = 0 leading to eikzQ(kz) = Q(−kz). This
makes Q(π) = 0 and thus kz = π a symmetry enforced
band crossing point. One can also add a term f(kz)σz to
the Hamiltonian with f⋆(−kz) = −f(kz) satisfying the
GT symmetry. This demands Re[f(π)] = 0. Interest-
ingly, the presence of nodal surfaces does not lead to any
special gapless boundary mode for they have zero spatial
codimensionality[1]. Typically a nodal surface is a torus
in a 3D BZ.

We find that a light irradiation on such a system can
cause Floquet Hamiltonians that contain Weyl points or
nodal lines.

Without loss of generality, we can consider a low en-
ergy continuum model about a flattened NSSM (nodal
surface semimetal) to be defined about a point k0 =
(kx0, ky0, π) in the nodal surface kz = π with k → k0+ q.
Only considering the 1D subsystem along ẑ, one can write
Hnp(qz) = H(π+qz) for which MNS requires −eiqzQ(π+
qz) = Q(π−qz) and f⋆(π+qz) = −f(π−qz). Here a Tay-
lor’s expansion upto 2nd order gives Q′′(π) = −iQ′(π)
(and also f(π+qz) ∼ sin qz) for which a possible solution
is Q(π+qz) ∼ 1−e−iqz . This gives a low energy Hamilto-
nianHnp = v(1−cos qz) σx+v sin qz σy+vz sin qzσz which

for small qz becomes Hnp = v
q2
z

2 σx + vqzσy + vzqzσz .

Now for a 3D system with nodal surfaces protected by
nonsymmorphic symmetry, the 3D Hamiltonian can be
considered as a collection of 1D kz subsystems parame-
terized by (kx, ky) so that one can write H(kx, ky, kz) =
H1D

kx,ky
(kz). A 3D Dirac Hamiltonian is expressed in

terms of 4×4 matrices, though for our spinless system, a
2× 2 Hamiltonian matrix suffices to describe the physics
for merely an outer product of I2×2 comes into play due
to the spin subspace (or spin degeneracy). Thus we can,
in general, write the Hamiltonian as[10]

H
(1)
NS = A(kx, ky)[

q2z
2
σx + qzσy ] +B(kx, ky)qzσz . (1)

For simplicity, one can consider constant prefactors A =
B = 1 independent of kx and ky yielding a Hamiltonian
in terms of variable qz alone.

This NSSM not necessarily feature nonzero topologi-
cal charge. However, one can choose smart tight binding
models which feature both NS and Weyl points[10] and
in order to compensate the Weyl point charges, the NS
requires to have nonzero topological charges (as per the
no-go theorem). Xiao et. al. designed a phononic crystal
which features a topologically charged NSSM[10]. Like-
wise one can write a continuum Hamiltonian about a
flattened NSSM, more particularly about a point k0 =
(kx0, ky0, π) of the nodal surface kz = π, with k → k0+ q
to be

H
(2)
NS = Aqz(qxσx + qyσy) +Bqzσz (2)

The nodal surface is given by the qx−qy plane for qz = 0.
The prefactors A and B are compatible with dimension-
ality and can be taken as unity for simplicity. To accom-
modate for nonzero charges, the 3D Brillouin zone (BZ)
need to also incorporate Weyl points with compensating
topological charges as per the Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go
theorem[8]. In Ref.[10] there are a pair of Weyl points
at (qx = ±4π/3, qy = 0, qz = π/2) apart from a NS at
qz = π.
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III. TOPOLOGY

Let us now discuss the topological characteristics of
the nodal surfaces concerned. For obtaining the corre-
sponding topological charge it is customary to consider a
manifold Sc enclosing the nodal surface where all bands
are gapped[3]. The topological invariant is defined on
this manifold of lower dimensionality (called codimen-
sionality) dc = d− dNS − 1[11]. As the dimension of NS,
dNS = 2, the enclosing manifold in a 3D system corre-
sponds to the codimension, dc = 0. There are different
topological invariants one can look into. One can calcu-
late Chern number in surfaces above and below the NS
and take a difference to find the topological charge and
consequently the topological stability of the NS[3]. Again
one can consider two points on two sides of the nodal sur-
face and a difference in the estimate of a symmetry pre-
serving perturbation in an eigenstate calculated at two
points on two sides of the NS can constitute a topological
invariant of the nodal surface[3]. We know that the total
topological charge should add upto zero within the BZ,
as per the no-go theorem[8]. So unless there are more
than one NSs within the BZ, one can’t expect nonzero
topological charge for the same.

The Chern number or the Berry phase calculation in-
volves obtaining the line integral of Berry connection or
surface integral of Berry curvatures over the whole BZ.
But for a NS, we need to consider the 2D cuts above
and below the NS and calculate these line and surface
integrals there. The topological charge or Chern num-
bers of Bloch wavefunctions on a surface enclosing the
NS can be obtained using Wilson loop method[12, 13].
The Berry connection is given as A =< ψk| − i∇k|ψk >,
|ψk > being the Bloch wavevectors. For a chiral sym-
metric Hamiltonian (1) with A = 1, B = 0, one gets

|ψk >±= (
±
√

4+q2
z

qz+2i , 1)T giving A(qz) = A(−qz) leading

to zero topological charge for the NS. This is true even
considering the full lattice model as well.

For the Hamiltonian 2 with A = B = 1, the energy and
wavevectors come out to be E± = ±sgn(qz)qz

√

1 + q2⊥

and ψ± = [e−iθ 1±sgn(qz)
√

1+q2
⊥

q⊥
, 1]T respectively with θ =

tan−1(qy/qx) and q2⊥ = q2x + q2y . For each band we get
vz = −v−z for qz 6= 0. Notice that ψ± and hence A
do not depend on z. A doesn’t depend of θ either. We

get Az = 0 and Aθ =
(1±sgn(qz)

√
1+q2

⊥
)2

q3
⊥

. The Berry

curvature Ω = ∇×A is independent of the magnitude of
qz but contains only the z component:

Ω = ∓2sgn(qz)√
1+q2

⊥
(1∓sgn(qz)

√
1+q2

⊥
)2
ẑ. Interestingly, Ω blows

up at q⊥ = 0 in the E+ (E−) band for qz > 0 (qz < 0)
irrespective of the magnitude of qz (unlike reported in
Ref.[10]). Considering all possible k0 points, one finds
singular Ω in the whole nodal surface as well as above
(below) it. Thus it represents a nontrivial topology.

As mentioned before, the calculation of Berry phase in-
volves considering a manifold/surface enclosing the gap-

less regime of nodal surface. As these nodal surfaces are
not simple closed surfaces with genus 0 (like a sphere), we
need to consider two surfaces above and below to enclose
the nodal surface and then calculate the topological in-
variant in both of them. Their difference gives the Chern
number or Berry phase for the nodal surface. Due to the
symmetry of the problem we consider a cylindrical unit
cell and its 2D projection transverse to the kz direction is
a circle in the qx−qy plane with radius 2

√
π. So the Berry

flux, which is the line integral over this 2D projection of
BZ is given by

γB =

(
∫

q⊥Aθdθ

)

q⊥=2
√
π

=
(1± sgn(qz)

√
1 + 4π)2

2

(3)
Notice that it yields γB = 2π for q⊥ → ∞, as also
mentioned in Ref.[10]. Here γB|qz→0+ − γB|qz→0− =

±2
√
1 + 4π denote the Chern number for E± bands sig-

nifying topological charge in the nodal surface. As long
as Ω is nonsingular, one can also calculate the surface
integral across the full 2D BZ that gives

γB−|qz→0+ = γB+|qz→0− =

∫

BZ

ΩdS =

− 4π

∫ 2
√
π

0

q⊥dq⊥
√

1 + q2⊥(1 +
√

1 + q2⊥)
2
=

1

2
(1−

√
1 + 4π)2

in compatible with Eq.3. But γB−|qz→0− and γB+|qz→0+

are not calculable in a similar manner as Ω blows up at
q⊥ = 0 in those limit. Notice that similar calculations
about a straight forward lattice model version of Eq.(1),
namely,

HL = sin qz(sin qxσx + sin qyσy) + qzσz (4)

would give a zero Berry phase because the information
about the Weyl points are missing from it. Including
that (like in the tight binding model used in Ref. [10])
one is supposed to get nonzero Chern number although
the calculations can be very cumbersome.

IV. IRRADIATION - FLOQUET THEORY

The dynamics of a time periodic Hamiltonian is well
expressed via quasi-energies and periodic Floquet modes
and the stroboscopic time evolution can be described by a
stationary Hamiltonian called a Floquet Hamiltonian[14].
Be it a graphene sheet, a topological insulator or a topo-
logical semimetals with time periodic couplings, such Flo-
quet Hamiltonian often displays nontrivialities different
from its time independent counterpart[15–18]. Such anal-
ysis can be performed on an irradiated NS system where
the time periodic E-M waves couple with the system pa-
rameters.
We consider both the cases of Hamiltonian (1) (with

A = B = 1) and (2) to investigate the Floquet theory. A
electric field along x̂ or ŷ direction does not add any time
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dependence in the Hamiltonian (1). But irradiation via
linearly polarized wave of frequency ω and electric field
E = −E0cos(ωt)ẑ brings in an vector potential, which in
the Coulomb gauge, can be written as A = E0

ω sin(ωt)ẑ.
A Peierl’s substitution: ~k → ~(k0 + q) + eA for Hamil-
tonian (1) leads to the time dependent Hamiltonian H(t)
given by

H(t) = H
(1)
NS +

eE0

~ω
sin(ωt)[qzσx + σy + σz] (5)

+
e2E2

0

2~2ω2
sin2(ωt)σx

One can see that such a time periodic system leads to an
effective Floquet Hamiltonian indicating band crossings
other than the qz = 0 plane. Consider the Fourier modes:

H(n) =
1

T

∫ T

0

dte−inωtH(t) (6)

leading to H(0) = H
(1)
NS +

e2E2
0

4~2ω2σx, H(1)(H(−1)) =

−(+)i eE0

2~ω [qzσx+σy+σz ] andH
(n), H−(n) = 0 for |n| > 1.

Thus one gets [H(0), H(1)] = eE0

2~ω (q
2
z − e2E2

0

2~2ω2 )[σy − σz],

[H(−1), [H(0), H(1)]] =
e2E2

0

2~2ω2 (q
2
z − e2E2

0

2~2ω2 )[2σx − qz(σy +
σz)].
The effective stationary Hamiltonian at high frequency
limit is given by[14]

HF = H(0) +
∑

n>0

[H(n), H−(n)]

nω
+

∑

n6=0

[H(−n), [H(0), H(n)]]

2(n~ω)2

+
∑

m 6=n

[H(−n), [H(n−m), H(m)]]

3nm(~ω)2
+O(

1

ω2
) ≃ H

(1)
NS+

e2E2
0

4~2ω2
σx + (

eE0

2~ω
)2(2q2z −

e2E2
0

~2ω2
)[2σx − qz(σy + σz)].

(7)

Thus the Floquet system does not see band crossings
anymore for the zero of the spectrum would now require

to satisfy simultaneously
q2
z

2 +
e2E2

0

4~2ω2+( eE0

~ω )2(q2z−
e2E2

0

2~2ω2 ) =

0 and qz[1−( eE0

2~ω )
2(2q2z−

e2E2
0

~2ω2 )] = 0 which is not possible
for a real qz value. The Floquet system thus become
gapped.
As we did not consider any kx or ky dependence in the

Hamiltonian, the variation in this Floquet system is not
rich enough. But when we consider Hamiltonian (2), we
witness interesting dynamic behavior. For a linearly po-
larized light with E = −E0cos(ωt)x̂ or A = E0

ω sin(ωt)x̂
the time dependent Hamiltonian becomes

H(t) = H
(2)
NP +

eE0

~ω
sin(ωt)Aqzσx. (8)

Among the time-Fourier modes we get H(0) =

H
(2)
NP , H(1)(H(−1)) = −(+)i eE0

2~ωAqzσx and

H(n), H−(n) = 0 for all integer |n| > 1. Thus one gets
[H(0), H(−1)] = Aq2z

eE0

~ω [Aqyσz − Bσy ] and consequently

[H(1), [H(0), H(−1)]] = −A2q3z(
eE0

~ω )2[Bσz +Aqyσy ].
The Floquet Hamiltonian thus takes the form[14]

HF ≃ H
(2)
NP −A2q3z

(eE0)
2

2(~ω)4
[Bσz +Aqyσy] (9)

which indicates a pair of additional Weyl points at

(kx0, ky0,±π ∓
√

2
B

(~ω)2

AeE0
), in case it falls within the BZ

boundary despite the high frequency limit. Notice that
this WP turns into a NS if the Hamiltonian 2 remains
the same for arbitrary choice of kx0 and ky0.
If we change the angle of polarization resulting in A =

E0

ω sin(ωt)ẑ, we get

H(t) = H
(2)
NS +

eE0

~ω
sin(ωt)[A(qxσx + qyσy) +Bσz ]

(10)

In this case the energy zeros corresponding to H(t) ap-
pear at (qx, qy,− eE0

~ω sin(ωt)), showing the nodal plane
to sinusoidally fluctuate in time with qz varying between
(− eE0

~ω : eE0

~ω ). But the high frequency expansion does
not lead to any new terms and the Floquet Hamiltonian

remains at the bare zeroth level as: HF = H
(2)
NS .

Next we consider a circularly polarized light for which
we take A = E0

ω [sin(ωt)x̂+ cos(ωt)ŷ] and one gets

H(t) = H
(2)
NS +

eE0

~ω
qzA[sin(ωt)σx + cos(ωt)σy].

(11)

Again we obtain H(0) = H
(2)
NS . But now H(1)(H(−1)) =

eE0

2~ω qzA[−(+)iσx + σy]. Thus [H(1), H(−1)] =

( eE0

~ω )2q2zA
2σz . And we obtain nonzero correction even

in the 1st order of the expansion. More precisely, the
Floquet Hamiltonian is given by,

HF = H(0) +
∑

n>0

[H(n), H−(n)]

nω
+O(

1

ω2
)

≃ H
(2)
NS +

(eE0qzA)
2

~2ω3
σz (12)

Thus this time, the Floquet Hamiltonian indicates one

single additional nodal plane at qz = − B~
2ω3

(eE0A)2 in the

high frequency limit. Again notice that though these
additional planes appear as Weyl points in the Hamil-
tonian, they in fact are indicative of nodal planes if
the Hamiltonian remains the same irrespective of the
choice of the point (kx0, ky0) in the nodal plane. More
generally, for an elliptically polarized light with A =
E0

ω [sin(ωt+ φ)x̂+ cos(ωt)ŷ] we get

H(t) = HNS +
eE0

~ω
qzA[sin(ωt+ φ)σx + cos(ωt)σy]

(13)

Again H(0) = H
(2)
NS . But now H(1)(H(−1)) =

eE0

2~ω qzA[−(+)ie+(−)iφσx + σy]. Thus [H(1), H(−1)] =
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( eE0

~ω )2q2zA
2cos(φ)σz . So other than the nodal plane at

qz = 0 we get a 2nd nodal plane at qz = − B~
2ω3

(eE0A)2cosφ .

V. SUMMARY

In this brief report, we have studied simple two band
models of NSSM to understand its low energy behavior
near the band crossings. While some nodal surfaces ap-
pear due to additional internal symmetries and carry Z2

topological charges with them, some others are outcome
of composite symmetries like nonsymmorphic symmetry
that make the nodal surface essentially pinned at the
BZ sub-boundaries. Charged NS, in compatible with the
no-go theorem can be designed with the presence of addi-
tional Weyl points within the 3D BZ. Under irradiation,
such systems, both with or without a topological charge,
show interesting time periodic behavior which for strobo-
scopic time variation can be well analyzed using Floquet-
Magnus theory. We find the nodal surface to vanish in
the Floquet system corresponding to a NSSM Hamilto-
nian constituting zero topological charges for the NS. But
in presence of a charged NS, one can get more interest-
ing dynamical phenomena namely doubling or tripling of
nodal surfaces in the Floquet Hamiltonian under different
choice of polarization directions.

Nodal surfaces are not necessarily equi-energy surfaces

but are of more practical interest when situated close to
Fermi levels. Our calculations have scope to delve into
further deep analysis on dynamic behavior of synthesized
materials exhibiting nodal planes close to Fermi surfaces.
For example, de Haas-van Alphen spectroscopy in com-
bination with density function theory calculations can
show nonsymmorphic symmetry in chiral, ferromagnetic
compound MnSi and consequent nodal planes enforces
topological protectorates with large Ω at the intersection
of NS and the Fermi surface[19]. An irradiation on such
system and a consequent Floquet analysis can be per-
formed to explore what dynamic features it has to offer.
It will also be interesting to probe the effect of time peri-
odic perturbation on the semimetal ZrSiS where a coex-
istence of nodal planes and nodal lines are observed[20]
at low energies. Floquet nodal rings and Floquet nodal
spheres have also been studied using four-band theories
where topological invariants are captured using quan-
tum metric measurements[21]. In future we plan to re-
peat similar calculations for the non-symmorphic symme-
try protected nodal surfaces pinned at Floquet BZ sub-
boundaries. Such time periodic drives have the potential
to design tunable topological qubits[22].
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